EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES LICENSING COMMISSION

MEETING AGENDA

TUESDAY, AUGUST 9, 2022, 10:00 AM
NM GAMING CONTROL BOARD
4900 ALAMEDA BLVD NE | ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87113

OPEN MEETING:

1. INTRODUCTIONS AND WELCOME .................................................. CHAIR HARREL

2. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE
   MAY 2022 MEETING ................................................................. COMMISSION

3. RECEIPT OF PUBLIC COMMENT ............................................. COMMISSION

4. CONFIDENTIALITY AND OPEN MEETINGS RESOLUTION ........COMMISSION

5. DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL LICENSING MATTERS.............. COMMISSION

CLOSED MEETING:

IMPAIRED PRACTITIONER COMMITTEE
LICENSED ACTIONS / INVESTIGATIONS
BACKGROUND CHECK VIOLATIONS
EMS SERVICE INVESTIGATIONS / AUDITS
PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
NON-SUFFICIENT FUNDS CHECKS
APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSURE
WAIVER REQUESTS

OPEN MEETING:

1. ADOPTION OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM
   THE CLOSED SESSION ............................................................. COMMISSION

2. OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL UPDATE ............................... DOH OGC

3. EMS PROGRAM UPDATE ....................................................... BUREAU STAFF

4. OTHER BUSINESS ................................................................. COMMISSION

5. PROPOSED NEW COMMISSION MEETING DATES ................... COMMISSION

6. NEXT MEETING AND ADJOURN ................................................ COMMISSION